the enclosure just referred to as the 'compound7. Necessary openings in
the canvas-topped box buildings we will close with canvas-covered wood
frames. Flaps hinged with rubber belting. No glazed doors or windows.
Glass is not for this type of desert camp if indeed glass belongs in the
Desert at all.
Now, when, all these white canvas wings? like sails, are spread, the
buildings — butterfly simile aside — will look something like ships coming
down the mesa, rigged like ships balanced in the breeze.
Yes, the group will look like some new kind of desert fleet. We painted
the horizontal boards with cold-water paint, continuing around the varied
board wall connecting all the cabins about the mound. I chose dry rose as
the colour to match the light on the desert floor. The one-two triangle we
used in planning the camp is made by the mountain ranges around about
the site. And the one-two triangle is the cross section of the talus at their
bases. This triangle is reflected in the general forms of all the cabins as
well as the general plan. We will paint the canvas one-two triangles in the
eccentric gables scarlet. The one-two triangles of the ocatillo bloom itself
are scarlet. This red triangular form in the treatment is why we called the
camp 'Ocatillo** 'Candle flame.*
I presently found that the white luminous canvas overhead and canvas
used instead of window glass afforded such agreeable diffusion of light
within, was so enjoyable and sympathetic to the desert that I now felt
more than ever oppressed by the thought of the opaque solid overhead
of the much too heavy mid- western house.
The desert devils would come whirling like a dancing dervish and go in
drifting spirals of dust rising high in the air. Occasionally a devil would
cross the camp and it would shudder in its grasp like a ship — but hold fast.
No damage.
I believe we pay too slight attention to making slight buildings beau-
tiful or beautiful buildings slight. Lightness and strength may now be
synonymous.
Usually we spend so much too much to make buildings *last?, as we say.
Unqualified to build, we are still busy making caves for cave-dweller
survivals*
So, 'Ocatillo* — our little desert camp — you are 'ephemera*. Nevertheless
you will drop a seed or two yourself in course of time.
Meantime my draughtsmen — at this moment Heinrich
Donald, Yladimir and Cy and brave George Kastner, he was still ill, Frank
Sullivan, Will Weston and I: we made most of the camp between our-
selves, We put it together with nails, screws, rubber belting for hinges;
rigged up the flaps with ship cord, all designed as carefully, probably more
carefully than any permanent building. Not as carefully as a ship nor so
weB executed, of course, but done as well as we knew how with such
technique and endurance as we had to give. Good enough. All to pass
a way is a year — or tiro?
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